Chitwan Jungle Safari Tour
Duration: 3 Days Days
Destination: Nepal
Trip Grade: Easy
Best Season: All Year

Trip Overview
Nepal is not only famed for its mountain peaks. Hidden amongst this beautiful
country there is also a wild jungle where you can enjoy a unique safari
experience. Whether you want to walk amongst the rhino, watch the indigenous
birds, get down in the water with the crocodile, spot a tiger – or simply enjoy
a beautiful park that has elephants grazing in your garden – then we have the
trip for you.
We are offering a three-day trip that allows you to absorb all the beauty and
wildlife that the jungle has to offer. Situated about 172 km south of the
Capital, in the lowlands of inner Terai, this Chitwan Safari Jungle tour is easy
to get to and perfect for any animal or nature lover.
The Rapti river system and its myriad of lakes are the perfect habitats for the
huge variety of fish that the park hosts – and of course for the Crocodiles that
rule the lakes. Take a canoe and find yourself level with the water’s surface,
cruising face to face with the formidable reptiles. The most famous animals to
rule this kingdom however are the land mammals. Chitwan National Park is home to
at least 53 mammals including Swamp deer, Rhinoceros, wild elephant, and the
infamous Bengal Tiger.
Chitwan National Park was enlisted on the UNESCO world heritage site in 1979.
Covering an area of 932 sq km, the park is made up of varying vegetation – hilly
areas with deciduous Sal forests, dense elephant grass, and riverine forests of
silk cotton, Sisam, and Acacia trees – ensuring that every turn you take is both
unique and beautiful.
The Chitwan Jungle Safari tour offers an insight into the wilderness of the
jungle through major activities that include a thrilling jungle walk, jeep
safari, and canoe rides. You will also enjoy bird watching, elephant breeding,
cultural dancing, and village visits – all in just three days!
My Everest Trip is a well-reputed tour and trekking company based in Kathmandu.
Our excellent reviews and ratings by clients have made us one of the finest
companies in the capital. As well as ensuring every moment of your trip runs

smoothly, our experienced guides give you detailed information about the
biodiversity and culture of the national park to enhance your experience. We
provide special packages depending on the client’s choice and demand, however,
if you are looking for something a bit longer or further from the capital, then
why not check out the Bengal Safari that we also have to offer.

Detailed Itinerary
Day 01: Drive to Chitwan National Park
We take an early morning ride to Chitwan National Park from Kathmandu, enjoying
the scenic view along the way. Upon reaching Chitwan, we check into the hotel
and take a short walk to the colorful village that hosts the Tharu community,
and visit the nearby elephant stable. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 02: Chitwan National Park Jungle Safari
Today we go for a jeep safari ride, encountering animals such as rhinoceros,
deer, tiger, monkeys, and much more. We then go on to visit the elephant
breeding center before canoeing along the Rapti River. Canoe rides are very
popular in Chitwan – in a traditional dugout, float down the Rapti River and
experience the wildlife on a whole new level. Later in the evening, we enjoy a
Tharu cultural dance presentation offered by the locals. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 03: Early Morning Bird Watching-Return to Kathmandu
We wake early to enjoy bird watching at peak time. In the national park, we can
spot exotic birds like woodpeckers, hornbills, and kingfishers. After bird
watching, we will drive back to Kathmandu.
Do you like the sound of this trip but fancy something a bit different? Then why
not check out the Bardia Jungle Safari tour that we also offer!
Would you like to go Bardia Jungle Safari tour? if you want to go please look at
the Bardia Jungle Safari tour.

What’s included
Hotel accommodation at respective hotels on a Full Board basis
All transfers using By Tourist Bus.
All sightseeing tours accompanied by local guides. (please note this tour
will be operated in the English language unless other language specified
– We have French, Italian, German, Spanish, Japanese, Russian, Chinese,
speaking guides are available)
Necessary entrance fees to Monuments.

What’s not included
Airfare to/from Nepal.
All airport taxes.
Excess baggage charges.
Nepal visa fee – available upon arrival at Kathmandu airport – USD 25.00
per person for multiple entries up to 15 days.
Beverage and expenses of personal nature.
Personal Insurance.
Any Optional Sightseeing Tours and extension of tours, hotel
accommodation, etc.
Tips to guide, porters, drivers, etc.
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